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Abstract: 
 

Due to global competition, rapid product life cycles and reduced time-to-market 

enterprises sense the increasing necessity for flexible knowledge-transfer mechanisms 

transferring new content concerning their products, services or in-house information 

systems to their employees. This article discusses enterprise mashups as a comfortable 

approach for easy-to-use, inexpensive, web-based collaborative e-learning 

environments that allow the integration into the existing enterprise information 

architecture and have a common, companywide well known look-and-feel. Basic 

requirements for knowledge transfer in enterprises are listed, and subsequently we 

analyse and discuss to which extent enterprise mashups have the potential to fulfil 

them. Based on the resulting findings a use case covering a server-side enterprise 

mashup using Microsoft Office SharePoint is presented. 

 

1 Introduction 
Worldwide, organisations are seeking for more innovative ways to integrate their knowledge 
transfer activities in their corporate processes in an efficient and cost-reductive way [21]. 
Consolidated solutions for technology based learning in industry-embossed environments 
stress the importance of learner-centred approaches for effective and efficient knowledge 
transfer within companies [2, 22]. Hence, the introduction of new information systems for 
advanced learner support is required. Planning, designing, buying, implementing and 
customizing such an information system is time- and cost-consuming. Additionally, the 
number of different tasks involving different enterprise information systems increases 
dramatically – especially in sophisticated, large enterprises [10].  
 
On the other hand, companies are forced to create and adopt new products and services in 
rapid cycles to reduce time-to-market. Due to this fact companies have increasing necessity 
for flexible knowledge-transfer mechanisms [19]. Consequently, the demand for easy-to-use, 
inexpensive, web-based collaborative e-learning solutions, which are well integrated into the 
existing information architecture, use the same technological basis at the backend and a 
familiar look-and-feel at the presentation layer, is arising. Enterprise mashups are supposed to 
fulfil these needs because they are user-centred ad-hoc applications that combine multiple 

enterprise and public sources with existing visualisation and interaction capabilities [1]. The 
concept of information composition through mashups was significantly influenced by the 
developments on the web of the last years. [11] [14]. Major web services have opened their 
systems through the implementation of public application programming interfaces (APIs). As 
a result software applications that merge separate APIs and data sources into one integrated 
interface were developed [24].  
 
The main objective of this paper is to examine the concept of mashups as a possible approach 
to provide an easy-to-use, low risk option for a state-of-the-art e-learning environment 
through enterprise mashups. To fulfil this objective, the paper is arranged as follows: Section 
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2 raises the requirements for e-learning in enterprises and examines whether mashups are able 
to fulfil the proposed requirements. In section 3 Microsoft Office SharePoint is presented as 
an adequate system to carry out the requirements for e-learning in enterprises in a use case 
scenario. Finally, conclusions are drawn and impulses for future work are given. 
 

2 Enterprise Mashups for E-Learning  

2.1 Requirements for e-learning in enterprises 

Companies have to consider learning on organizational, group and individual level. Chen et 
al. recommend that technological systems support for these different levels has to consider the 
four requirements (i) integrated organizational memory, (ii) individual learning, (iii) lower- 
and higher-level organizational learning, and (iv) organization-wide knowledge management 
system [5]. Based on those requirements Chen et al. have identified 19 different types of 
information systems to support them [5]. These systems (e.g. communication applications, 
groupware, decision support systems, etc.) are categorized on the scope of support 
(organization, group, individual) and the learning level (lower-level learning, higher-level 
learning) and form the basic pool of application types to tap the full potential of 
organizational learning. Integrating theses systems will be the main challenge and 
requirement to be fulfilled by an e-learning environment. Existing studies show that especially 
large companies have identified this potential of e-learning and a large number of enterprises 
are conducting e-learning projects. But on the other hand only very few small and medium-
sized enterprises (SMEs) implemented e-learning within their organization [13]. This is 
primarily caused by high initial costs and long implementation time of such projects [12]. 

2.2 Proposed architecture for enterprise e-learning mashups  

Existing e-learning solutions are mainly learning platforms that integrate different content 
sources and communication applications in a common view. These systems are often realized 
with portal technology and are called Enterprise Information Portals [20]. Enterprise 
Information Portals provide a unified application stack and a common infrastructure for the 
components. That includes common security, common administration and common content 
delivery. Furthermore the integrated components are often realized with different technologies 
(Java, .NET, etc.). As a result, these systems often cause high development, administration 
and maintenance costs. Therefore, some authors consider traditional e-learning approaches 
and technologies like learning content management systems (LCMS) and learning objects 
have failed, because they are mainly based on centralistic top-down content provision and 
don’t consider the common web-based culture of content usage and communication. [6] 
Hence, from a technological point of view, there is a change from tradition learning 
environments to integrated learning components in web platforms [13]. These web-based 
components (mashup technology) have the advantage of being lightweight, easy to integrate 
and therefore cheaper to develop, administer and maintain, thus making this technology 
highly relevant in the enterprise context [8].  
 
Despite the fact that mashups are still rather new, there is already a great diversity in terms of 
functionality, but there are also other factors that allow a classification of mashups. 
Technologically, the two active ingredients of mashups are the data interfaces and APIs, 
which provide an interface to allow authorized persons to gain access to a malleable form of 
the data. Typically, mashups use different interface channels like RSS feeds, Widgets or Web 
service interfaces to link various data interfaces and APIs. Data and APIs are often referenced 
as services within service oriented architectures (SOA) [18].  
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Among different conceptual views of mashup technologies (such as in [17]), a 
multidimensional classification can be found in [4]. The authors deduce a classification for 
mashups from literature on the basis of, the target group, the location of the technical 
implementation, and the functional range. The classification on the basis of the target group 
distinguishes two user groups: (i) consumer mashups and (ii) enterprise (or business) 
mashups. The second dimension, which can also be found in [9] as mashup styles, describes 
the location of the technical implementation as client-side or server-side mashups. Client-side 
mashups integrate and combine the data and components directly on the client, usually in a 
web browser [15]. Internal as well as external sources are embedded directly into the client. In 
server-side mashups a server acts as a proxy handling all requests between a client’s web 
browser and the source web site that takes part in the mashup. Consequently, in a server-side 
mashup, the work is either requested by or pushed to the client browser [16]. On the third 
dimension, the functional range, mashups can be subdivided into three categories: (i) 
presentation level mashups (concentrate on different ways to layout different pieces of 
content, e.g. iGoogle), (ii) data level mashups (focus on the extraction and combination of 
data from different sources, e.g. combination of an online map with further data) and (iii) 
logic based mashups (most complex type that may contain presentation level elements as well 
as data level mashups combined with a corresponding application logic). Following this 
multidimensional classification we provide information on how mashups can help push and 
thrive e-learning in enterprises. 
 
According to the target group as classification dimension, this paper focuses on a professional 
mashup architecture for e-learning environments within enterprises. As integration of the 
existing enterprise architecture is considered vital for the success, acceptance and adoption of 
enterprise mashups, a single sign on authorization (ie. a common rights management) and a 
common look-and-feel has to be provided. Internal data e.g. from the enterprise resource 
planning system or the customer relationship management system is used and mixed with 
other external web content, which also makes security an essential part of the architecture 
[23]. All these mentioned aspects lead to the necessity to implement a server-side mashup. 
Classification on the third dimension, the functional range, is difficult, as there is rather a 
smooth transition than a sharp disjunction between the classes. Considering presentation level 
mashups like iGoogle (www.google.com/ig) or Oosah (www.oosah.com) it can be stated that 
these tools are mainly addressing consumers. The requirements of enterprise learning 
environments go beyond adapting different layouts to content. Therefore presentation level 
mashups are considered not to be useful in a professional enterprise mashup context. The 
demand for aggregation of information and seamless integration of data requires integration 
code for mashups in an enterprise learning environment, which corresponds to the data and 
also to the logic layer of the classification. 

 
Figure 1: Server-side Enterprise Mashup Architecture 
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Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden. proposes an architectural model of 
the server-side enterprise mashup for e-learning, which is oriented at the multidimensional 
classification. Such a mashup may include different content types such as standardized 
SCORM, IMS and LOM content in a LCMS with technologies and concepts such as, blogs, 
wikis, videos, RSS feeds, microblogs from external internet sources and data from internal 
databases, XML databases or enterprise information systems. The presentation to the end user 
is performed by a Rich Internet Application using modern web-technologies such as AJAX.  
 

3 Use case: SharePoint mashups for e-learning 
The use case presented in this chapter will show the easy ad-hoc orchestration and integration 
of an e-learning mashup into existing enterprise information architecture by using Microsoft 
Office SharePoint Server. From the previous chapters we deduce the following requirements 
to be addressed by the use case:  
(i) Business requirements: E-learning is always technology-based. For the use case a tool 
has to be selected that allows easy-to-use, inexpensive, extendable and web-based learning in 
enterprises by the use of mashups (cf. chapter 1).  
(ii) Learning requirements: The e-learning environment has to be able to integrate existing 

systems that support organizational learning (cf. chapter 2.1). 
(iii) Mashup Architecture requirements: To summarize the proposed architecture from the 
previous chapter (cf. chapter 2.2) the e-learning environment has to support server-sided, data 

or logic level, enterprise mashups.  

3.1 An e-learning mashup using the SharePoint Learning Kit (SLK) 

SharePoint was selected for a use case because of its broad worldwide adoption in companies. 
According to Microsoft, SharePoint has surpassed sales of $1 billion in 2008 with more than 
17000 businesses using it and is perhaps the fastest-growing product in Microsoft's history. 
Microsoft was among 5 companies placed in the market leaders’ quadrant for enterprise 
content management systems stating that “SharePoint has also been a positive influence on 
the market overall.” [7]. Microsoft has driven interest in adoption of content management 
technologies, with additions to, not replacements of, existing systems and creating 
opportunities for partners as well as competitors to supplement and extend SharePoint. The 
use case shows the capability of SharePoint how to integrate existing SharePoint tools such as 
blogs and lists with the SharePoint Learning Kit and external sources from the web (e.g. 
videos from YouTube, microbloggings from twitter, pictures from flikr etc.) SharePoint 
Learning Kit is freely available at codeplex (slk.codeplex.com) and is a SCORM 2004 
certified e-learning delivery and tracking application built as a Windows SharePoint Services 
3.0 solution.  
 
Figure 2 presents a screenshot of a simple e-learning mashup using SharePoint. Each 
SharePoint website contains one or more Web Parts. They are the basic unit of functionality 
and user interface, and are mini-web applications that can be configured by the end users [1]. 
The left part of the screenshot shows a default SharePoint Web Part containing documents, 
lists, team discussions and links to other SharePoint sites such a feedback forum, a wiki page 
and a learning blog. In the middle of the screenshot, single components of the SharePoint 
Learning Kit (SLK) are displayed. SLK allows uploading and assigning of e-learning content 
(SCORM etc.) and non-e-learning content (e.g. Word documents, PowerPoint decks, etc.) All 
parts of the SLK are single Web Parts, which can be configured and positioned at the 
webpage individually. The screenshot shows announcements, a list of assignments, a learning 

plan, a list with learning material and a calendar at the bottom. The Web Part at the right 
upper corner contains the corresponding eLearning blog for this use case. It shows a single 
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blog contribution and a comment of another user. Finally, an external video from YouTube 
concerning the learning issue was embedded at the right bottom Web Part.  

 

 

Figure 2: Screenshot of SharePoint learning mashup utilizing SharePoint Learning Kit 

3.2 Fulfilment of the requirements 

(i) Business requirements: Microsoft SharePoint is already in use for file storage and 
collaboration in numerous companies all over the world. Hence, the additional use for e-
learning mashups does not generate any additional license- or hardware costs, which paves 
the way for the requirement to be cheap and ready-to-use. Therefore SharePoint fulfills the 
main requirements of business use on enterprise mashup platforms [1] as mashups can be 
easily created and used by business users, they can be integrated with business users’ daily 
work life, are social and viral, and they can be extended by freely available tools from 
websites such as codeplex (www.codeplex.com).  
(ii) Learning requirements: SharePoint as an enterprise portal has the potential to integrate 
the entire content, communication and data from all enterprise information systems and to 
represent them in a consistent look-and-feel at one platform. The Web Part concept of 
SharePoint enables every single user to create and customize his/her individual learning 
environment, integrating and combining personal content and data sources from inside or 
outside the enterprise (e.g. microbloggings from twitter, videos from YouTube, documents 
from the file server etc.). Due to the fact, that SharePoint integrates individual and 
organisational information and knowledge sources (internal and external), it can be 
considered to be the organisation wide knowledge management system that supports low- and 
high-level organizational learning.  
(iii) Mashup Architecture requirements: SharePoint is designed for professional use within 
enterprises. Server-side usage of a mashup can be easily accomplished with SharePoint and 
within the SLK. Furthermore the SLK can be extended as server-side mashup on the data and 
also the logic level. Thus, the overall applicability of SharePoint for mashup purpose was 
shown by the use case. 
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4  Conclusions 
The main objective of this article was, to provide an easy-to-use, low risk option for 
enterprises for a state-of-the-art learning environment through enterprise mashups. Therefore, 
the technological requirements of e-learning tools within enterprises were discussed. A 
technological concept of enterprise mashups, proposing a server-side enterprise mashup 
architecture, was shown. Finally, a prototypic use case implementation, utilizing the 
Microsoft Office SharePoint technology, proofed the feasibility. In general, mashups have 
become very important as Web applications and Web data grew. But additional efforts are 
needed before we’ll be able to easily semantically connect existing Web applications [3] and 
therefore to unfold the full potential of mashups as integration technology. 
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